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There are TWO solar wind analyzers in this picture.
(1)     The Solar Wind Collector (SWC), a foil window shade roll.
             (note ‘shade’ printed on the bottom anti-sunward side)
(2)     Lunar rocks and soils.

(Apollo 11 Image Library)

There are TWO solar wind
composition analyzers in this
picture.

(1) The Solar Wind Collector
(SWC), a foil window shade
roll. (note ‘shade’ printed on
the bottom anti-sunward side)
(2) Lunar rocks and soils.
(Apollo 11 Image Library)

Similar or derivative, more
complex ion implantation
media were deployed on
subsequent missions.

In addition, Faraday Cup solar
wind spectrometers were
deployed on Apollo 12 and 15.

(dust cover still in place)
(Apollo 15 Image Library)



What is done with the foils (and soils)

From the “Lunar Sourcebook; a user’s guide to the Moon” (G. Heiken, D. Vaniman, & B. French, eds., Cambridge Univ. Press and
Lunar & Planetary Institute)

Foils and soils were
dissolved to recover
implanted material or
etched (soils, rocks)
to look at particle
tracks. Implant depths
depend on energy.

The soils mainly
supplied data on and
a history of energetic
particles.

The foils did not need
to be very thick to
trap solar wind.



D/H and 3He/4He, an example of results from the foils

Geiss & Reeves (1972) recovered the abundance of D in the solar nebula by
noting that the present-day abundance of 3He in the photosphere gives an
upper limit for the D abundance in the protosolar gas, even if the initial 3He
is not known. The solar wind gives a  significant upper limit for 3He/4He in
the photosphere.

The foils gave 3He/4He=4x10-4 ± 1x10-4.

This ratio meant that D/H in the protosolar nebula was much smaller than
found in ocean water or carbonaceous chondrites, the previous source of
information.

The result was then consistent with standard Big Bang models.

It has been shown since that higher precision would add value and
measurement of this ratio is an active area of research.

Geiss, J., & H. Reeves, Cosmic and Solar System Abundances of Deuterium and Helium-3, Astron. & Astrophy.,
v18, 126-132, 1972.



The overall foil results were numbers for the following:

•4He flux

•3He/4He

•4He/20Ne

•20Ne/22Ne

•21Ne/22Ne

Comparisons were possible with data from implanted solar wind particles in the
lunar soils.

These comparisons suggested, e.g., a secular variation in the 3He/4He ratio at the
solar surface.



Derivative research today:
Solar wind ionization
state and composition

Color ‘spectrogram’ from Ulysses/SWICS:
   Slow wind (top) vs fast wind (bottom)
   These plots contain both the ‘FIP effect’
      and the inverse correlation of wind
      speed with ionization state.

This class of instruments was motivated by
the lunar foil and soils results.

Similar instruments are now on STEREO
for the purpose of identifying ICMEs.

Geiss, J., G. Gloeckler, and R. von Steiger (1994), Solar and heliospheric processes from solar wind composition measurements, Phil.
Trans. Roy. Soc., London A, v349, 213-226.



Derivative research
today:

Genesis Mission
(launch Aug 2001, recovery Sep 2004)

The Genesis Mission was the first time (to
my knowledge) that ion implantation
collectors were deployed since Apollo 17.



Genesis Mission Objectives:



- results have been slowed, as a consequence



Gensis - the symbiotic relationship between foils & soils:

Lunar soils and foils posed a problem:

The ratio 20Ne/22Ne suggested there are two solar components. One
being solar wind, the other being a higher-energy component because
it was found at greater depths in mineral grains.

This suggested higher solar activity in the past.

Genesis solved this problem (news item of 20 November 2006):

The isotopic variations can be (qualitatively) explained by 22Ne being
implanted deeper than 20Ne.

This indicates that there is “…no evidence for enhanced fluxes of high-
energy solar particles billions of years ago…”

Genesis was able to show this by using a wider variety of target
materials and careful laboratory calibration.



Returning to the Moon
• Make the required improvement in measurements of

composition for analyzing planetary origins. Highest
priority is isotopic composition of O, N, and the
noble gases. As before, these data enable
interpretation of isotopic variations in meteorites,
lunar samples, and planetary atmospheres.

• Improve the determination of solar elemental
abundances.

- in effect, this is to do the job that Genesis has not quite
completed.



Return to the Moon
Candidate Instruments:

A Genesis-like package

Very large collecting area ion implantation media

(i) Early in the lunar program: Passive, all solar wind
regimes

(ii) Later in the lunar program: Active, changing media
for different solar wind regimes

Benefits

(i) Long exposure times (years vs hours for Apollo and
months for Genesis)

(ii) Very large collecting areas relative to Genesis

(iii) Minimal human interaction

(iv) Optional/flexible return times




